RECORD OF PROW ANOMALIES
Date
03.02.2022

Reported by
Member of
the public
(MOP)

Anomaly
Along path ZC3 that is straight without dogleg shown into Summergals, alongside the
river channel passing location where paths ZC1 & 2 are shown as crossing the river
channel but presumably when dug no provision was made for this, and back along ZC4
that is shown passing through sports building and over sports pitches, it presumably not
rerouted when sports centre was created.

Notes
Raising DMMOA's may be simplest way for
LTC to record a request to correct the
borough's records, including the path from
The Broad to ZC143 with BB suggestion that
HC be asked to dedicate as evidence.

07.02.2022

MOP

ZC158, shown going through house and garden in Broad Street opposite entrance to
Vicarage Street to Arkwright Close? Old maps show this as a brook not a path.

To be deleted.

08.02.2022

MOP

11.02.2022

MOP

Path shown on maps but unrecorded that links Stockenhill Road with end of Orchard
Could be put in system to be added tidying
Lane.
up local records?
Up Eaton Close, and along unrecorded footway in northwest corner to footpath ZC96 (A
similar unrecorded footway is in northeast corner to connect with footpath ZC97A).

11.02.2022

MOP

16.02.2022

MOP

01.03.2022

MOP

01.03.2022

MOP

The written statement for footpath ZC20 shown connecting with end of Orchard Lane
says From end of Camp Road, the name used by Borough of Leominster District Council
when providing the path information in 1950's, so is it Orchard Lane or Camp Road?

01.03.2022

MOP

Gateway Lane, shown with pink line on the ‘Local Street Gazetteer’, but not shown on
the ‘Street Works Register’, nor does it show if click on ‘Highways and public rights of
way map’, but it is a highway connecting footpath ZC94 with Churchill Avenue.

01.03.2022

MOP

08.03.2022

MOP

08.03.2022

MOP

The written statement for footpath ZC94 says 'From Gateway Lane jct 140yds S of Croft
Street', not Churchill Avenue?
Suggest deletion of those parts of paths along roads, such as that part of ZC5 along end
of U93656 Vicarage Street, part of ZC100 along U93714 Glendower Road, and part of
ZC141 along U93701 Paradise Court.
To add those footways through Paradise Court with public street lights connecting Bridge
Street with footpath ZC141.

The steps between Green Lane and end of Perseverance Road are unrecorded, gap for
pedestrians to be marked.
Footpath ZC97B, shown running parallel to and south of Coningsby Road, when there is
no path in this location, nor any shown on old maps, and could be put in system to be
deleted.
Orchard Lane is shown with pink line on the ‘Local Street Gazetteer’, but not shown on
the ‘Street Works Register’, nor does it show if click on ‘Highways and public rights of
way map’, but it is a highway with public street lights?

08.03.2022

MOP

15.03.2022

MOP

15.03.2022

MOP

15.03.2022
15.03.2022

MOP
MOP

18.03.2022

MOP

18.03.2022
18.03.2022

MOP
MOP

18.03.2022
22.03.2022

MOP
MOP

22.03.2022

MOP

28.04.2022

MOP

28.04.2022
28.04.2022

MOP
MOP

The reopened unrecorded river bank walk, 'The Broad (Bridge Street?) to ZC143', this
footpath should be recorded.
Delete path ZC161A - this is now U93619 Falconer Place and Falconer Place Footway
Z93603.
Show connection between Etnam Street and Caswell Crescent as being a footway, not
road.
Pinsley Road Footway Z93620 is same as any other pavement so delete.
Adding one of the longest paths in Leominster, through Ginhall Green / Linier Park from
Ginhall Lane / Woodfen Crescent to the short part that is shown being Hillview Footway
Z93629.
Deletion of those parts of paths along roads, including part of ZC19 along U93644
Newlands Road, part of ZC18 along U93653 Westfield Walk, part of ZC101 along
U93609 Southern Avenue, part of ZC6 along U93696 Mappenors Lane and part of
ZC156 along U93695 Radnor View.
Add the 4 footways across the grass between Radnor View and U93667 The Rugg.
Add the footway across Broad Street carpark linking U93706 Arkwright Close with
U93622 The Priory, including the footway loop along river bank past the slipway, they
both having benches to sit on, and in regular use.
Some branches of U93658 Ridgemoor Road are signed The Mallards?
ZC135 my viewing this as a footpath that crosses the A49 Leominster Bypass without
any provision to cross, and subject of a proposed diversion, see attached DZC135, are
LTC aware of this proposal, who raised it, etc., as is an example of what is required for
paths ZC1, 2, 3 and 4?
Re the deletion of a number of PROWs for various reasons, would recognise that HC
may consider they would need to make representation to the Minister, as they did when
seeking a deferral or cancellation of the 2026 deadline, as am not aware of any
examples of deletion other than 'not being needed', and the legislation may require to be
amended to enable deletion of paths that do not exist, or are now estate roads.
The walk from Sandpits past garages then over Ryelands Road Park to Ryelands Road
(Close to Mortimer Street) is not shown.
The green space in Vicarage Street is not shown.
This weeks walk anomaly is footpath ZC143 leading off Mill Street towards the river
bridge, part of the Herefordshire Trail. We walked the well used path, shown on maps,
that would suspect has been walked ever since Dales diverted this path some time ago.
and not the overgrown line shown on HC PROW map.

11.07.2022

MOP

24.05.2022

MOP

Footpaths ZC1 & 2, there are no longer records showing any plans to build a bridge,
reroute or close these paths when the flood protection scheme was undertaken, being in
the 60's/70's.
Bridleway ZC79 terminates at M.B. bdy 300 yds E. of Pervin Wood, with any continuation
over the M.B. bdy in Hope-under-Dinmore not shown.

